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By Andy Chambers

One thing that many Necromunda players have asked us is "what happens if my Gang Leader
is killed, or another member of the gang ends up with a higher Leadership value?". This article
answers those questions, and introduces the idea of leadership challenges into your
Necromunda campaigns.

EiLAIN LEADEFIEi
If the leader of a gang is slain, the gang fighter with the nex

highest Leadership characteristic takes over the gang, and

gains the Leadership skill along with any other special rules

and Equipment lists available to the old leader. This means

that fighters within 6" can use his Leadership characteristic

for Leadership tests and the leader c^fi try to escape from

pinning even while alone. If there is more than one gang

fighter eligible to assume command, the gang fighter with

the most Experience Points assumes leadership of the gang.

LEADEFIEiHIP trHALLENEiEEi
During a campaign it is possible for members of a gang to

end up with a higher Leadership characteristic than the

Gang Leader. Naturally this will cause friction within the

gang as the upcoming fighter will start winning more and

more support from the other gang fighters because he

always seems to have the best ideas and the smartest plans.

The gang risks being irrevocably split if it has to fight while

leadership is uncertain - the fighters will not know who to

follos- and risk arguing amongst themselves at the worst

possible time. This rn'ill soon bring about a leadership

dispute as the old leader strives to keep the gang together

and con-fronts his potential usurpel or else the young blood

makes his play for leadership and challenges the old leader

for his position.

In the case of a challenge, roll a D6 to determine the

outcome of the dispute. (See table on opposite page.)

Tbere's mutiny afoot



DEFEATED USUFIFEFIEi
If the challenging gang fighter is defeated by the old leader

he can be dealt with as the leader sees fit. The defeated gang

fighter will not challenge for leadership again until he gets

another Leadership characteristic increase. Some ireful

leaders are inclined to sell challengers into slavery or give

them swimming lessons in the Sludge Sea and other

unpleasantness, but this is far less common than you might

think (honest).

trUsTED LEADEF!
lf a gang fighter defeats the old Gang Leader, he will replace

him as leader of the gang and the old leader will be ousted.

The new leader gains the Leadership skill, while the old

leader loses it. Roll a D6 to determine the reaction of the

ousted leader.
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